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 Our commitment 

As a company James Fisher Nuclear (JFN) is committed to taking  

responsibility and account of the social impact of our business to achieve 

real social value.  

 

Social value is the life changing effect that our actions have on people and the 

community.  

 

We are committed to delivering social value on our own merit as well as  

supporting our customers in generating socio-economic growth return on their  

investment.  

 

Our purpose is to act with integrity and actively contribute to the balanced  

development of society by maximising the social value benefits of our operations.  

 

Our Social Value Plan seeks to create shared value from the business we  

generate for all stakeholders by creating permanent, positive and significant  

social, environmental or economic change through deliberate activities which 

change people’s lives. 

 

To deliver our social value priorities, our Social Value Plan is under-pinned by the 

three main pillars of our Social Impact Policy, our people, our communities and 

our industry. 

 

We appreciate that there is naturally a certain level of embedded social value 

gained as a by-product of having the workforce we need to deliver our projects, or 

activities which would be expected of any responsible business.  

 

While still of the highest importance we believe there is more that can be achieved 

and we are committed to delivering additional social value, over and above the 

basic workforce needs for contract delivery. 

Our  

people 
 

Supporting employment, 

skills development and  

wellbeing. 

Our  

industry 
 

Supporting our industry 

and inspiring the next  

generation to ensure a 

sustainable future for our 

employees, their families 

and their communities. 

Our social value pillars 

Our  

communities 
 

Working collaboratively to 

deliver real social  

value to our communities. 
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 Our people  

It is obvious that business success is not possible without a hardworking 

and dedicated team.  

 

It is crucial to also recognise that how a person feels within their job directly  

impacts them personally and professionally which in turns impacts business  

success.  

 

As a responsible employer, JFN is committed to creating a healthy workplace and 

nurturing our people to thrive and reach their best. We do this by developing talent 

and supporting our employee’s wellbeing to create real social value. Only by doing 

these things will our people feel happy, empowered, motivated and fulfilled in  

contributing to our company’s success. There are many things that we, like all  

responsible businesses, already do to support our people’s wellbeing as shown to 

the right.  

 

However, JFN is committed to creating additional social value over and above the 

basic workforce needs.  

 

We want our people to be fit and healthy, to feel happy, empowered, motivated 

and fulfilled at work and at home. We recognise that our people have different 

needs and abilities, and our approach must be as individual as each person.  

 

Our goal is to facilitate engagement to inspire them to further develop a fruitful  

career within the nuclear industry creating sustainable social value and further 

supporting our other underpinning pillar – Our industry. 
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Our Employee Assistance Programme offers 24/7 support and 
counselling to guide our people through life’s challenges. This 
support extends to family members too, so that more people 
can benefit from this valuable resource. 

 
Workplace pension scheme helping our people plan for life after 
work 

 

We partner with Simplyhealth to offer employees discounted 
rates on their cash plan, which offers support with the costs of 
dental treatment, eye tests, prescription charges and other eve-
ryday health costs. 

 
We have already trained a number of our workforce to become 
mental health first aiders and we have clear objectives to in-
crease this. 

 
We’ve partnered with Halfords to operates a cycle to work 
scheme to encourage more employees to cycle rather than drive 
promoting healthy lifestyle. 

 
Online training courses which aim to support our people to be 
more mindful of their health and wellbeing and help to encour-
age them to adopt healthier lifestyle practices. 

 
Coaching programme and online toolkit to support new and ex-
pectant parents. 

 
Option to purchase additional leave promoting more time with 
loved ones. 

 
Flexitime with option to work a 4.5day week promoting better 
work/life balance 

Supporting employment, skills development and wellbeing 



 Our communities  

Supporting our communities is a natural extension of the commitment we 

make to each customer.  

 

As with each customers’ project where we make a significant impact on delivering 

their requirements, we also want to have a meaningful impact on the communities 

in which we live and work.  

 

With the increasing risk of climate change environmental conservation is more  

important than ever and can have real social value, as well as  

environmental, benefits.  

 

JFN is at the forefront of the UK nuclear legacy clean up, helping to decommission 

many of the UK’s earliest nuclear sites safely and with due regard for the  

environment. 

 

As a key element to our social value plan we will extend this commitment to the 

wider community and seek to support environmental initiatives in our chosen  

areas. 

 

We appreciate that social value is as varied as the communities for which it  

benefits. Core to social value is the holistic assessment of the impact an  

organisation has on a community’s wellbeing. As well as measurable impacts it 

includes sources of value that cannot be defined by conventional market  

economics, such as the hope a person feels when receiving the support they 

need, or sense of pride and fulfilment in positively contributing to a social cause. 
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Working collaboratively to deliver real social value to our communities 

It is our belief that such efforts require new, longer term and stronger  

relationships with our stakeholders, supply chain partners and communities.  

 

Embracing new collaborations, partnerships and relationships will be  

fundamental to the collective success of the areas close to our operations  

economically, socially and environmentally. 

 

As well as helping our communities, volunteering offers our employees the  

opportunity to learn new skills and make a difference and also offers real  

benefits to their health and wellbeing too.  

 

Volunteering activities have been shown to improve your fitness and enhance 

mental wellbeing by combining outdoor exercise, increased contact with  

nature and the social benefits of group activity. 

 

We will engage with community volunteering charities that work to create 

healthier and happier communities through environmental conservation and 

practical tasks undertake by volunteers...us! 
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 Our industry 

Both nuclear decommissioning and new build offers fantastic career  

opportunities to those in the industry. Despite this there is an ever-growing 

skills shortage that creates challenges right through the industry.  

 

Ironically however, many of the areas where the nuclear industry is present also 

experience high levels of unemployment and people living in poverty. In West 

Cumbria for example 51% of all 18 to 24 year olds currently claim unemployment 

benefit and 3,900 children live in poverty . 

 

In the UK, where a person lives, and their background has a profound impact on 

the opportunities in their life. We believe that everyone should be able to go as far 

in life as their ability can take them, and recognise we have a real opportunity to 

support people whose chances are limited through external factors they have no 

influence over.  

 

As a company we strongly believe that supporting education and skills  

development can make an important contribution to social impact. This support 

enables employment and in turn underpins economic growth in the nuclear  

industry while allowing a community to sustain its own wellbeing. 

 

A person’s life chances are strongly influenced by their earliest years and we  

believe that all individuals should be given every opportunity to achieve their  

maximum potential. However, we also believe this does not necessarily just  

happen within the formal school environment, but throughout a person’s life.  

Supporting our industry and inspiring the next generation to ensure a sustainable future for our employees, 

their families and their communities. 

We believe that the right engagement from industry (fig 1) with the local  

communities ignites aspirations among young people and offers everyone the 

opportunity to develop their skills set and increase their potential to find  

secure employment. This in turn secures a positive return for all stakeholders 

as it provides additional resource to industry helping to close the skills  

shortage gap securing prosperous futures for all stakeholders.  

Fig 1: Support today, builds 

tomorrow 
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 Our objectives 
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 Theme  Objective 

Our  

people  

Supporting employment, skills 

development and wellbeing  

Support professional development of our people through regular appraisals and additional training 

Fulfil the majority of job vacancies externally from workforce local to the given site or through upskilling current local internal resource  

Support our people through their professional chartership 

Advertised all vacancies with a salary in line with / greater than industry norms  

Increase the support to our people’s mental health  

Support the health and fitness of our people through arranging annual JFN funded physical challenges to promote physical activity for people to opt into as they wish  

Our  

communities  

Working collaboratively to deliver 

real social value to our communi-

ties   

Commit to volunteering time to support environmental initiatives which can deliver meaningful social impact to our communities  

Provide matched funding to good causes/charities chosen by our local communities/employees who live locally  

Support fitness and wellbeing of the youth in our communities  

Support community events and activities that facilitate social value  

Support people in our communities who cannot afford the essentials in life  

Provide social value support to children and older people living in poverty and/or isolation during Christmas period  

Support local stakeholder groups to better understand issues and facilitate solutions where JFN can have influence  

Inspiring the next generation and 

developing and supporting the 

industry in which we work to en-

sure a sustainable future for our 

employees, their families and 

their communities  

Support recruitment/further training of apprentices and graduates  

Our  

industry  

Inspiring skills through delivery of/engaging with STEM initiatives 

Support to Higher education  

Support schools and student experience through work experience placements  

Support to SMEs in our supply chain  

Supporting our local supply chain 
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Our sites 

Our reach 

JFN is a large employer with permanent bases across 

England, Wales and Scotland.  

As well as supporting our own employees and their families, our 

operations also support numerous subcontractors and suppliers 

including many Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs) across the 

country.  

We are acutely aware that our size and breadth means we have 

the potential to have a significant social impact.  

Through our operations we aim to create shared value with the 

communities closest to our sites helping towards facilitating  

sustainable self-reliant economies.  
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5 350+ 750+ £39million 
Main areas of 

operation

Employees across our 

sites

Supply chain partners 

supporting our  

projects

Annual Turnover in 2020



Sir John Fisher Foundation 

The Sir John Fisher Foundation is a fundamental part of the James Fisher 

170-year history.

The Foundation receives ~30% of the James Fisher and Sons (LSE:FSJ) share-

holder dividend and invests this in local and national projects. 

The Sir John Fisher Foundation is a charitable trust (Charity Registration No. 

277844) established in 1979 by Sir John and Lady Fisher (right). The Foundation 

supports causes throughout the UK, but with special regard to those based in and 

working for the benefit of people living in Barrow-in-Furness and the wider county 

of Cumbria.  

The Sir John Fisher Foundation supports charitable causes in relation to: 
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Maritime Medical and disability Education 

Music Arts Community projects 

Operating independently to the Group, grants are made to charitable 

causes throughout the UK as a result of the dividends from the  

Foundation’s substantial holdings in the James Fisher Group which  

Includes James Fisher Nuclear Limited. 

It was a passionate interest in the affairs of the people of Barrow-in-

Furness and the locality that led to the birth of the Sir John Fisher  

Foundation.  

The grandson of James Fisher, Sir John (pictured above) was himself a 

former Chairman of James Fisher and Sons, and alongside his wife Lady 

Maria Fisher (née Elsner), a famous pre-war opera singer, he was the  

pioneer of the charitable work that continues in his name to this day.  

Despite a highly active business life, Sir John’s interest in the welfare of the 

people of Barrow-in-Furness became very well known. Both he and his wife 

took a deep personal interest in many social and charitable organisations 

giving personal support and financial aid. 

NOTE: Details included in this document relating to the Sir John  

Fisher Foundation (SJFF) are for reader information only. While  

funding for the SJFF is generated from dividends received from the 

JFS Group, which JFN is a wholly owned subsidiary of, the objectives 

of the JFN Social Value plan are completely independent to any  

charitable activities performed by the SJFF.   






